
On Re-staging the Universal: Butler, Hegeland Contesting the Closure of LogiValerie Kerruish 1

1. Preliminaries�Formalism�, Judith Butler writes,is not a method that omes from nowhere and is variously appliedto onrete situations or illustrated through spei� examples.On the ontrary, formalism is itself a produt of abstration, andthis abstration requires its separation from the onrete, onethat leaves the trae or remainder of this separation in the veryworking of abstration itself. In other words, abstration annotremain rigorously abstrat without exhibiting something of whatit must exlude in order to onstitute itself as abstration.2The general ontext of Butler's essay `Re-staging the Universal' is a on-sideration of universality in the politial realm whih, while fully apprisedof the `false universality' of olonial and imperial projets,3 wants torestage the universal as a projet of ultural translation.In the essay Butler reads Hegel as alling into question whether for-malisms are ever really as formal as they purport to be.4 Reading para-graphs 19 to 25 of Hegel's Enylopaedia Logi she presents Hegel's ap-proah to universality as proeeding by way of suessive revisions of thenotion of universality. Thus the form (produt) and harater of thoughtare a) universal qua `abstrat'. But then thinking as ativity yields b) the
1 This paper was presented as a talk given at The Union Bar, 52 Lloyd Baker St.,London WC1 on Friday 2nd Marh, 2001. I thank Beverley Brown for onvening thepresentation and for her ommentary on the paper.
2 Judith Butler, `Re-staging the Universal' in Judith Butler, Ernesto Lalau andSlavoj �iºek, Contingeny, Hegemony, Universality: Contemporary Dialogues on theLeft, London, Verso, 2000 at 19.
3 Butler, above n.2 at 15.
4 Butler, above n.2 at 14�15. 23



24 valerie kerruishative universal whih produes ) a deed as the universal. Thus threedi�erent names are o�ered for a universality, both singular and various,to whih is added d) the subjet, the pronomial `I' as also the universal.Hegel, she argues, is inhabiting a Kantian voie prior to a ritique of Kantfor suppressing the internal form of d) � the external form being, here,ommunality. Taken abstratly, the `I' is pure relation to itself �in whihabstration is made from representation and sensation, from every stateas well as from every peuliarity of nature, talent, experiene�.5 Suh apositing of the universal `I' requires the exlusion of what is spei� andliving from the self and sine this too is universal we get a doubling desig-nated in terms of abstrat and onrete. In general, Hegel's point againstKant, aording to Butler, is made by showing in various ontexts thatwhen the universal is oneived as a feature of thought, it is byde�nition separated from the world it seeks to know.6To the extent that freedom of thought guarantees freedom, freedom isde�ned preisely over and against all exterior in�uene and this abstratfreedom intrinsi to thought, brings a ertain hubris, or will to mastery,to be ountered by `humility', `modesty' that is attained by immersion inthe matter itself. �Hegel will onlude�, Butler writes,that not only is the thinking self fundamentally related to whatit seeks to know, but the formal self loses its `formalism' one itis understood that the prodution and exlusion of the `onrete'is a neessary preondition for the fabriation of the formal. Con-versely, the onrete annot be `had' on its own, and it is equallyvain to disavow the at of ognition that delivers the onrete tothe human mind as an objet of knowledge.7Butler will go on to draw from this her ounter to Bataille's andDerrida's dubbing of Hegel's thought as the thinking of mastery (as dis-tint from sovereignty),8 via a onsideration of Hegel's phenomenologial(i.e. in The Phenomenology of Spirit) linking of universality to reiproal
5 Ibid at 16.
6 Ibid at 17.
7 Ibid at 18.
8 Ibid at 19; see further J. Derrida, `From Restrited to General Eonomy AHegelianism without Reserve' in Writing and Di�erene, Alan Bass trans., London,Routledge, 1978, 251�277; Joseph C. Flay, `Hegel, Derrida and Bataille's Laughter'and Judith Butler `Commentary on Joseph Flay' in Hegel and his Critis: Philosophy



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 25reognition and the role of ustomary pratie or Sittlihkeit as a sub-stantive rather than formal ondition of reognition. From the impliitrejetion of transultural norms in this thinking Butler moves to the per-formative, ultural translation, as a possible forging of universality whihrosses ultures without transending ulture.2. DilemmaThis paper began its life, some years ago, as an attempt to supplementButler's essay by distinguishing logial formalisms from the theoretialformalisms of whih she is ritial. Formal thought, I laimed, does re-main rigorously itself, as a pratie of mathematial logi, quite simply byadhering to the assumptions, de�nitions, axioms (if any) and rules it hasset for itself. If even so it runs into antinomies and omes up with para-doxial results these should be seen to inhere in something other than theontamination of the abstrat by the onrete in the formalisms of whihButler is ritial. That something other is the role of ontraditions inonept formation. What I was aiming at, on the basis of my own readingof Hegel's Logi, was the possibility of turning his idea of a dialeti ofpure reason to the task of questioning all forms of authority, inludingthat whih may be thought to inhere in lassial logi itself.That remains my aim, but it now seems to me that a distintionbetween `logial' and `theoretial' formalisms made in terms of formalthought `remaining rigorously itself' is inapposite. The `I' of a Kantianonsiousness, as it lings to Kant's transendental unity of appereption,9is very muh in question in Hegel's ritique of the ritial philosophy. Hisattempt to replae Kant's foundational notion of the transendental unityof appereption with his own logial foundation and so overome Kantianand Fihtean `I's is the undertaking of the Logi. Now this, I think, isin the Aftermath of Hegel, ed. W. Desmond, Albany, State University of New YorkPress, 1989, 163�178.
9 �It is one of the profoundest and truest insights to be found in the Critique ofPure Reason that the unity whih onstitutes the nature of the Notion is reognisedas the original syntheti unity of appereption.� G.W.F. Hegel, The Siene of Logi[1816℄, trans. A.V. Miller, Atlanti Highlands, New Jersey, Humanities Press Interna-tional In., 1969 at 584; Wissenshaft der Logik, Zweiter Teil, Sämtlihe Werke v.5,Jubiläumsausgabe 4th ed., Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt, Friedrih Frommann Verlag, 1964at 15.



26 valerie kerruishwhat Butler neglets, as I shall argue below. But there is a further prob-lem a�eting my own argument. Things have moved on very onsiderablyin the �eld of formal logi sine Hegel's day. If it is now proposed thatphilosophy and more partiularly politial philosophy should allow thatthe logi of any suh logial foundation should be presentable, in onfor-mity with that development, as a formal system of mathematial logi, aproblem of disipline and pratie annot be ignored.However interdisiplinary the exhange between formal logi, math-ematis and philosophy was in the �rst deades of the last entury, thesubsequent development of mathematial logi has been as a mathemat-ial disipline. Suh relations as have been maintained with philosophy,whether designated `philosophial logi' or `the philosophy of logi(s)'have been very largely in the very tradition of formal logi whih He-gel rejeted. The situation urrently inherited is one in whih it an beand is argued that no formal system that is not `omplete' (meaningroughly fully formalisable) should be permitted the designation of (for-mal) `logi'. `Logi' in this view is on�ned to lassial propositional logiand �rst order prediate logi.10 This position in debate in philosophy oflogi onerning the nature of logi is no doubt onservative, but it sets aparameter of that debate whih ould be taken as the `preise' meaningof formal thought `remaining rigorously itself'. This was and is ertainlynot the meaning of thought `remaining rigorously itself' that I intended.On the other hand, if the pratie of doing mathematial logi, whihstandardly inludes onstruting or working within inomplete systemsof higher order logi and set theory, is taken as the pratie in whih for-mal thought `remains rigorously itself' it must be allowed that this is apratie of mathematis.The stumbling point here is not that it is, as suh, not philosophy, butthe interation (or lak of it) between mathematial logi and philosophy.Suh interation would take the form of foundational researh but as faras I an see disiplinarity has extended into this �eld too. Foundationsof mathematis remains a (small) �eld within mathematial logi whihmay be philosophially engaged. Suh engagement however tends to beon�ned to a speialist philosophy of mathematis that is largely withinthe analyti tradition. Elsewhere philosophy, has tended toward ritique
10 Susan Haak, Philosophy of Logis, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press,1978 at 6, disussing the view of W.C. Kneale.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 27or deonstrution of metaphysis or to hermeneutis and taken a vari-ety of `ethial turns' on questions of justi�ation. Alain Badiou's L'êtreet l'événement (1988)11 with its extended interpretation of ZFC set the-ory12 as ontology is a notable exeption. But this standard set theory isa lassial theory whih has guarded itself from paradox by a judiioushoie of axioms.13 As a form of higher order logi it is designed to avoidthe ontraditions whih a dialetial and speulative logi in the spiritof Hegel seeks to aommodate.`In the spirit of Hegel': an this be laimed? Compared to Desartes,to Spinoza, to Kant, Hegel turns philosophy's bak to mathematis mostemphatially, heaps ontempt on Leibniz' �immature� idea of a symboliuniversal language of thought and delares the German language preemi-nently suitable to his enterprise! Given his insistene on the inseparabilityof form and ontent, and on (his) dialetial method as the universal as-pet of the form of the Notion,14 to revise Hegel on this point an surelybe said to rejet his philosophy.I am drawn two ways by suh saying. One inlination is to say yes, butthat is no obstale to �nding in Hegel's thought a questioning of authorityand of law that I think omes from his idea of thought's (dialetial andspeulative) logial foundation. Call the resulting disourse an interdisi-plinary legal and politial `theory' rather than `philosophy'. The name isirrelevant to an enterprise that will still, as a matter of its method, requireattention to Hegel's texts and only di�ers from other interdisiplinary the-ories of law and politis in its referene to mathematial logi. The otheris to ask, ounterfatually: how would Hegel have responded to the an-tinomy that sank Frege's hopes of proving Kant wrong on the nature ofarithmeti by reduing it to a formal mathematial logi? He might havebeen happily surprised to �nd his idea of dialeti as a neessary funtion
11 Translated by Oliver Feltham as Being and Event, London, Continuum, 2005.
12 Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the axiom of hoie
13 Badiou expliitly defends his ommitment to lassial logi (as against intui-tionisti logi) in Meditation 24.
14 I use the term `Notion', following the English translations of Hegel used, todesignate `onept' (der Begri� ), as distint from `idea' (die Vorstellung, often trans-lated as `�gurate oneption' or `pitorial thinking' but better understood as a vague,impreise idea) and `Idea' (die Idee, a realised Notion or a Notion that is adequate toits ontent and so, in Hegel's sense �the objetive truth or the truth as suh�) (Hegel,above n.9 at 755; 236).



28 valerie kerruishof reason gain support from an unexpeted quarter and revised his ownjudgement on the means and methods appropriate to aomplishing theaim of his logi.Between these two responses, the motivation that �rst prompted myengagement with Butler's essay, still presses. I would like to see politialthought `on the left' engaging with a disipline born of an originally inter-disiplinary exhange between formal logi, mathematis and philosophywhih has played no small part in the development of the mahines whihare employed to write, publish and irulate their ideas. No doubt, as He-gel somewhere remarks, one does not have to study the digestive systemin order to digest one's food. No more an a demand be plaed on politialtheorists to study reursion theory (or the theory of omputability) in or-der to read and write texts, produed with the aid of a word proessor, onartiulations of power within a soial order. Still, where abstration andformalisms arising from it are topis in a projet of restaging the univer-sal, I see disiplinary and pratial barriers but no justi�ation for settingthe universality of onepts in mathematial logi beyond the horizon ofengagements. I would go so far as to suggest a lordly ontempt of slaves,tools and mahines within this attitude.Re-staging the universal, as that is alled for in left politial the-ory, does not, in my view, rest with the possibility of re-staging throughultural translation, although it needs that too. It does not rest there be-ause, in my view, (formally, mathematially) logially onstruted uni-versals and the hegemony of lassial logi should fall within the hal-lenges taken up by suh theory. No doubt legal and politial theory is farremoved from the logial realm. That is to say, the onepts deployed inand more or less systematially organising suh theory are both multiplymediated and separated by gaps from onepts, perhaps indiated by thesame word (for example, `reasonable', `neessity', `freedom'), whih areloated in the logial realm. But if Hegel's idea of thought's logial foun-dation is being taken up, then a question of how and the extent to whihpure reason's forms and funtions are relevant to suh theory arises. It isa question that goes, in Hegel's terms, to how reason and the reasonableare oneived.If it is being taken up: that is my enterprise and it lurhes straightbak into the stumbling point mentioned. It is not what is being takenup by Butler and the theorists with whom she is in dialogue, Lalau and



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 29�iºek. Quite to the ontrary, Lalau regards Hegel's philosophy as `pan-logiism' and while Butler questions that, her arguments for the opennessof Hegel's dialeti rest on the impossibility of a purely formal disourse.Pursuing the ditate of the subjetive and motivating `should' of the previ-ous paragraph brings me into on�it with her too. Evidently enough, thedi�ulty stems from exlusion of a notion of `the formal' that is appliableto ontemporary formal, mathematial logi from the ambit of her laims.But this exlusion disables the argument whih I wish to make, namely,that Hegel while rejeting the sense of `the formal' whih separates formfrom ontent, does intend his Logi as a logi of pure thought; as `theformal' of and in his way of thinking or `the formal' of pure reason.15It seems then that the supplement I envisaged, as alled for in politialtheory, annot do what I wanted it to do, that is, leave Butler's ideasfor re-staging the universal in plae � the plae being ultural theory �while using Hegel's idea of thought's logial foundation to give a ritialstandpoint vis à vis authority laims without distinguishing `logial' and`theoretial' formalisms.A ase then of damned if one does and damned if one doesn't? Indeed:a dilemma of the times.3. Hegel: ThematiallyPhilosophial thinking in general is still onerned with onreteobjets � God, nature, spirit: but logi is onerned only andsolely with these thoughts as thoughts, in their omplete abstra-tion.16To my mind, Hegel's thinking has both its radially emanipatory momentand its logial harater in this aspiration. His idea for a dialetial andspeulative logi is, as I read him, a foundational idea that pushes Kant's
15 �Logi being the siene of the absolute form, this formal [siene℄ (diesFormelle), in order to be true, must possess in its own self a ontent adequate toits form; (Hegel, above n.9 at 594; 29). Translation of dies Formelle as �this formalsiene� reads well but oludes the substantive of the German text, das Formelle, `theformal'.
16 G.W.F. Hegel, The Siene of Logi [1812℄, trans. A.V. Miller, Atlanti High-lands, New Jersey, Humanities Press International In., 1969 at 34; Wissenshaft derLogik, Zweiter Teil, Sämtlihe Werke v.4, Jubiläumsausgabe 4th ed., Stuttgart-BadCannstatt, Friedrih Frommann Verlag, 1964 at 24.



30 valerie kerruishtransendental turn to a fully logial turn via arguments on two fronts. Onthe one hand, it takes issue with Kant for leaving formal logi outside thesope of his �rst Critique and so with the distintion between formal orgeneral and transendental logi in the ritial philosophy. On the otherhand, he takes issue with the irresolution of Kant's turn against the ideathat thought is dependent for its ontent, albeit as mediated by the pureforms of intuition (time and spae), on sensible objets.Hegel's di�erene with Kant as regards the nature of `logi' is formu-lated as the di�erene between regarding logi as a anon of judgement �in Kant's own terms, a priori priniples of how the understanding oughtto think17 � and as an organon or tool for the prodution of objetiveinsights. The argument is about the nature (and so the authority) of rea-son, that is, thinking in terms of relations between onepts, and it takesin reason's relation to the understanding, that is thinking in terms ofbounded onepts. It is a basi and intratable di�erene.18 The merelyregulative role given to reason in Kant's philosophy is Hegel's abidingobjetion to it. The power of thinking the unonditioned, whih for bothis reason's laim, is denied aess to `truth' in its ognitive (theoretialor speulative) exerise in Kant's philosophy. Con�ned in this power towhat may be learned in its pure pratial exerise, reason's most valuableaomplishment, the reasonable, turns out to be an `ought to be' whih`is' not in this world and is thus unknowable by reason in its ognitivemoment.Hegel states his logos preliminary to the body of derivations of theLogi,19 as �the objetivity of illusion and the neessity of ontradi-tion that belongs to the nature of thought determinations�. It is, he says�nothing else but the inner negativity of the determinations as their self-moving soul, the priniple of all natural and spiritual life.� Plaed into anhomage to Kant for freeing dialeti from its reputation as arbitrariness
17 �Logi is a siene of reason not only as to mere form but also as to matter; asiene a priori of the neessary laws of thinking, not, however, in respet of partiu-lar objets but all objets generatim; it is a siene, therefore, of the right use of theunderstanding and of reason as suh, not subjetively, i.e. not aording to empirial(psyhologial) priniples of how the understanding thinks, but objetively, i.e. aord-ing to a priori priniples of how it ought to think.� Immanuel Kant, Logi [1800℄, trans.Robert S. Hartman and Wolfgang Shwarz, New York, Dover Publiations, 1974 at 18.
18 See above p.65.
19 For the distintion made here see below n.32



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 31and showing it to be a �neessary funtion of reason�,20 and formulatedas an extension of Kant's Antinomy of Pure Reason, this statement indi-ates Hegel's standpoint. He envisages a siene of this logos � a logiin a lassial philosophial sense � in whih ontraditions are relevantin a way that is both limitative (negative, dialetial) and onstitutive(speulative).I thus take Hegel at his word as intending his logi as a logi thatwill replae all previous metaphysis.21 The �rst part, the Objetive Logiwith its purported derivation of the ategories of the understanding, takesthe plae of ontology and ontotheology. The seond part, the SubjetiveLogi, has the logial forms (of judgement, syllogism, theoretial and pra-tial reasoning) as its subjet matter. That is for Hegel the ativity of theNotion whih, as `derived' in the �nal transition of the Objetive Logi (soas the logial Notion or onept of onept) is the form of the onsiousand self-onsious subjet. Form and ontent are dialetially related inHegel's thinking. They are not idential and nor are they independent ofrealm. The forms of onsiousness and self-onsiousness into whih Geistor Spirit (`the Hegelian subjet' or `thinking subjet' in Butler's termi-nology) enter, are logial forms, produts of pure thought. In that senseof `subjet' that is always already embodied in the soial relations of aplae and time, Hegel's Logi is subjetless. In a metaphor that is notwithout its own interest in ontexts of logi and politis, he writes of theSubjetive Logi that its �task is to remodel an anient ity, solidly built,and maintained in ontinuous possession and oupation�.22 He is talk-ing about the Aristotelian tradition of formal logi that he has elsewheredesribed as a �heap of dead bones� a �dull and spiritless rekoning�: aninarnation par exellene of the formalism of whih he was ritial, butwhih is not the less part of the heritage.Hegel ertainly stiks to a resolve to make no use of muh of thatformal logi � and it might be added that the tradition returns theompliment by ignoring Hegel � but this is not to say that the logi heintends does not hallenge it.23 There is perhaps disinterest in, rather thana hallenge to, the orretness, within its own frame, of the formal logi of
20 Hegel, above n.16 at 56; 54.
21 Ibid at 63f.; 64f.
22 Hegel, above n.9 at 575; 3.
23 In some interpretations, Hegel is read as making no hallenge to �ordinary logi�;see e.g. Terry Pinkard, `A Reply to David Duquette' in Essays on Hegel's Logi, ed.



32 valerie kerruishhis day. Rather, the frame itself, with its separation of form and ontent, isrejeted. Hegel's `logi' is framed as an enompassing unity within whihform (the Notion, universality) and ontent (`truth' in Hegel's sense) areinseparable and for whih the method is the universal aspet of the form.In Hegel's own terms the task undertaken in the Subjetive Logi is �togo further [than the Aristotelian undertaking℄ and to asertain both thesystemati onnetion of these forms and their value�.24Given that Hegel has sant interest in and orrespondingly sant spe-ialist knowledge of the tradition of formal logi, the subsequent transfor-mation of that tradition by mathematial logi is somewhat to the side ofhis thought. What that transformation brought about and ontinues tobring about, are new questions, questions that are addressed to lassiallogi. Its so alled `unquestionability', its status in Kant's eyes as a om-plete and perfet siene, has beome an anahronism. Further, updatingto one of the seminal ontributors to that transformation, the universal-ity of (lassial) logi as Frege (and Russell and Whitehead) oneivedthat,25 ame at the prie of provable ontraditions or antinomies when,in pursuit of the logiist attempt to redue arithmeti to logi, ertainaxioms governing onepts were inluded. No doubt the import of thelogial and set theoretial antinomies an be and standardly is pushedaway and minimised, but that is not to say that this strategy is the bestor even a good one. Indeed, expliit or impliit laims that this is themost `reasonable' strategy, or that it serves `us' and `our siene' best, arewhat I am opposing. Possible attitudes to ontemporary sienti� pra-ties and institutions do not lie on a linear sale between unquestioningaeptane and horri�ed rejetion. Questions of justi�ation, ommunityand objetivity in thought raised by Hegel's idea of thought's dialetialand speulative logial foundation onsidered from a perspetive providedby urrent researh in non-lassial logis, open other possibilities. It isdi�ult to gain and ommuniate that perspetive, but I do not aeptthe authority of those who delare it impossible or the judgement of thosewho think it unneessary. Even as a matter of determining whih logi isG. di Giovanni, New York, State University of New York Press, 1990, 17�25 at 19f.The trouble is that what is meant by �ordinary logi� is entirely unlear.
24 Hegel, above n.9 at 595; 31.
25 Jean van Heijenoort, `Logi as alulus and logi as language' Synthese 17(1967), 324�330.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 33best suited for whih sienti� or tehnologial endeavour the latter �eldof researh works in the breah of the universality of lassial logi.So far as Hegel's idea of foundation and the questions raised by it areonerned, the relationship between the theory of knowledge or justi�a-tion of The Phenomenology of Spirit and the poiesis and pratie of theLogi, and the partiular funtion that the Logi has within Hegel's systemof philosophy are basi. In desribing the `result' of The Phenomenologyas the presupposition of a presuppositionless logi, I take Hegel to beasking his readers to think twie about the relationship in question.26 Inmy view, Hegel takes The Phenomenology to have shown that its pre-supposition or starting assumption, that aording to Hyppolite of alltheories of knowledge,27 namely the distintion between subjet and ob-jet (orrelatively knowledge and being, in itself and for itself, ertaintyand knowledge) has been shown to be inadequate to siene.28 The stand-point of absolute knowledge absorbs this distintion in a double haraterof its own. It is a standpoint of a journeying onsiousness whih has ex-periened a range of attitudes to its desires and their reversal, and knowsitself as the reolleting totality of that experiene. It is also the abstratonept of pure siene, of `logi' in Hegel's sense, oneived but not yetrealised by a derivation of the determinations of pure thought. The poiesisand pratie of the Logi is the realisation of that onept in the logialrealm: a realm that is a onstrution of thought and whih ontains noobjets other than objets whih thought gives to itself, namely oneptsand operations on and with those onepts (judgement, syllogism, reason-ing). Impliit, to my mind, is the thesis that it is only in the logial realm,only where thought by an arti�e of idealisation, onstruts a realm ofabsolute freedom, where it is, so to speak, alone with itself, that the idealunity of theory and pratie of knowledge is realisable.The partiular funtion of this part of the system is to providethought's logial foundation, in a sense of `foundation' that has its the-ory of justi�ation in an epistemology and the ativity of providing thefoundation in logi. In this respet it is a departure from the kind offoundation that Kant sought. It presupposes the possibility of objetive
26 Hegel, above n.16 at 68; 71.
27 Jean Hyppolite, Genesis and Struture of Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit[1948℄, Evanston, Northwestern University Press, 1974 at 575.
28 William Maker `Beginning' in Essays on Hegel's Logi, above n.23 at 27�43.



34 valerie kerruishknowledge (siene) but not, as Kant supposed, as already instantiatedin mathematis and theoretial physis. Rather, at the beginning of theLogi, it is a foundation that is yet to be provided, although it admits nodoubt that it an be provided in the logial realm.4. Hegel: Abstration and AbstrationThere is a sense in whih philosophy throughout Hegel's enylopaedisystem is `logi', (a sense that leads Hao Wang to liken Hegel's onep-tion of `logi' to that of Wittgenstein in `On Certainty'29). Philosophy, inHegel's oneption of it is throughout onerned with the Idea albeit in itsdi�erent modes (Weisen) of existene, and throughout onerned with the`derivation' of the ategories for `objetive' knowing of a given realm. Thelogial mode of the absolute Idea is however its universal mode. Thoughtis onerned with itself in the Logi, with its own forms and funtions,not with its modes of existene (Dasein) in the world, in the realms ofnature and spirit.30The transitions in Hegel's Logi are not and are not intended to bederivations in the sense of inferenes drawn on the basis of rules of a formallogi, old or new. They are `logial' in the sense that they purport to followa movement of thought thinking thought by a method that takes nothingfrom outside the realm of pure thought other than the initial intuitionof how, pratially, that an be done. True enough, as Lalau says in hisdisussion of panlogiism,31 the aount of the method of the Logi omesonly at the end, after the last transition (from the pratial or objetiveIdea or Idea of the good, to the absolute Idea). The body of derivationswhih are the pratie of `doing logi' in Hegel's sense,32 are however ause of the method. Evidently enough, some idea of how to perform the�rst `derivation' (of Beoming from Being and Nothing) must preede it.Di�erently put: Hegel must have had some idea of how that `omplete
29 Hao Wang `What is Logi' The Monist 77 (1994), 261�277.
30 Hegel, above n.9 at 824�5; 328.
31 `Identity and Hegemony' in Contingeny, Hegemony, Universality, above n.2at 61.
32 Cf. Hans-Georg Gadamer, `The Idea of Hegel's Logi' in Hegel's Dialeti:Five Hermeneutial Studies, trans. P. Christopher Smith, New Haven and London,Yale University Press, 1976 at 86, for properly hermeneutial omments on what �anproperly be alled Hegel's text�.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 35abstration' from the onrete objets of philosophial thinking was to beahieved.This is the issue addressed in the hapter of the Greater Logi `Withwhat must siene begin?'. Apparently ambiguous, its plaement (afterthe Prefaes and Introdutions; before the derivations) is the struturalounterpart in that text to the �nal hapter whih gives a re�etive a-ount of the method. And for all that I think Hegel judges badly (i.e. onthe basis of prejudie and philosophial hubris) and wrongly (in terms ofhoosing the tool he needs for the end in view) in his lofty dismissal ofLeibniz' ideas for using mathematial methods in the pursuit of logi, heis not without his insight here. Taking ordinary language as a given basis,Hegel takes prediation in terms of the opula `to be', and objeti�a-tion as the turning of a propositional form (prediate or onept) into anobjet, as operations whereby thought is able to give an objet to itselfand thus to ome up with Being (`is' turned to `isness') as a meaninglessobjet and beginning of his siene.Whatever riher names be given to [the beginning of siene℄ thanis expressed by mere being, all that an be onsidered is how suhan absolute enters into the thinking ognition [prediation V.K.℄and into the expression of this ognition [objeti�ation V.K℄ (myemphasis).33I do not laim that Hegel is seeing other than through a glass darkly.I do not deny that this interpretation is made from a perspetive providedby ontemporary mathematial logi with its use of formalised operations
33 Above n.16 at 77; 83. Dieter Henrih in `Formen der Negation in Hegels Logik' inSeminar: Dialektik in der Philosophie Hegels, ed. Rolf-Peter Horstmann, Frankfurt amMain, Suhrkamp, 1978, 213�229, draws attention to the `substantivierte Aussageform'(propositional form turned noun) as a basi operation in Hegel's logi, but he takes it asonverting `not' to `nothing'. Yet Being is Hegel's �rst ategory and it is, so Hegel, purethought's apaity to give itself an objet that distinguishes philosophy from the othersienes (G.W.F. Hegel, Logi: Part One of the Enylopaedia of the PhilosophialSienes (1830), trans. W. Wallae, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1975, �17; SämtliheWerke v.8, Jubiläumsausgabe 4th ed., Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt, Friedrih FrommannVerlag, 1964. He also (in a Zusatz) speaks of making `is' an objet of investigation(Ibid �24Z at 40; 88): �. . . Being is a pure thought-determination: yet it never oursto us to make `is' (das Ist) an objet of our investigation.�



36 valerie kerruishof prediation and abstration (objeti�ation).34 I do plae quite someweight on this beginning. Struturally, and in terms of lear aknowledge-ment of The Phenomenology of Spirit as the presupposition of a presup-positionless logi,35 this hapter sees Hegel onstruting a realm of purethought; �nding the means whereby thought an make itself its own ob-jet; an turn itself bak on itself. It is a apitalisation on the inreaseddegree of re�exivity in Kantian philosophy that turns re�exivity to self-referene with the aim of establishing the universality of thought in itsmost extensive freedom. Seen again from the perspetive of ontemporarylogi the antinomies and undeidability results of logial self-referene maybe seen as vaguely and impreisely antiipated.36I am following through here on that aspet of the standpoint of abso-lute knowing that is Hegel's idea of and for his Logi. Objetive knowingin Hegel's thought depends neither on the distintion between ontentand form harateristi of traditional formal logi nor on a proess of ab-stration appended to the ontologial view of empiriist realism (the viewthat the material given by intuition and representation is real in ontrastto the Notion) and its orrelative haraterisation of the empirial (as`onrete') over the ideal (as `abstrat'). In Hegel's eyes,[i℄n this view, [the view of empirial realism V.K.℄ to abstratmeans to selet from the onrete objet for our subjetive pur-poses this or that mark without thereby detrating from theworth and status of the many other properties and features leftout of aount; on the ontrary, these as real retain their va-lidity ompletely unimpaired, only they are left yonder, on theother side; thus it is only the inability of the understanding toassimilate suh wealth that ompels it to ontent itself with theimpoverished abstration.37
34 This interpretation of Hegel's beginning has been muh disussed with UwePetersen whose non-lassial symboli logi `in the spirit of Hegel' and whose explana-tions and guidane onerning that and other aspets of ontemporary mathematiallogi have enabled me to gain that perspetive. For a presentation of that logi: UwePetersen, `Logi Without Contration as Based on Inlusion and Unrestrited Abstra-tion' Studia Logia 64, (2000), 365�403. For my own perspetive see the Appendix tothis paper, below.
35 Ibid at 68; 71.
36 See J.N. Findlay, above p.78.
37 Hegel, above n.9 at 587; 20.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 37Hegel opposes this view with the idea of abstration as a grasping of whatis essential in the `matter' with whih thought is engaged be that, in thelogial realm, itself, or in the realms of nature and spirit, the sensuousand sensuous-supersensuous material of appearane.As regards Butler's arguments: the `self' of that `itself' (what sheterms `the formal self') in the Logi, and so as a `derived' and in thatsense justi�ed onept, is the Notion in its logial form. It is neitherreduible to method nor apable of being thought without a method:ontent, form and method are inseparable; their separation is `formal-ism'. In so far as that method involves objeti�ation (`abstration' inthe ontext of mathematial logi38) it is not abstration from anything.It is onstrutive rather than redutive in harater. Butler is quite rightin moving bak to The Phenomenology to link universality (as variouslymanifested in the logial Notion) to reiproal reognition and the roleof ustomary pratie in presenting `the thinking subjet' (the Notionthat thinks as situated, embodied, soiable human individuals). Hegel in-diates this within his logial dialeti by inorporating into the Logi asetion of The Phenomenology portraying the unresolved ontradition ofself-onsiousness.39 What I think she neglets with her laim that formalthought annot remain rigorously itself without displaying the ontam-ination of the exluded onrete, is the extension of Kantian re�exivityto self-referene within a purely `logial' realm. A `doubling e�et', para-doxes and antinomies that may attend on self-referene and are e�ets ofself-referene rather than the ontamination of an exluded `onrete', isthus left out of her aount of Hegel's logial thought.In oneptual terms the loss is of the notion of `formal' of whih Hegelwrites with referene to `the formal' (das Formelle) of his logi.40 It is adi�erent oneption of `formal', or perhaps one should say it is a di�erentway of thinking `formal', from that whih inhabits the tradition of formallogi. Now ontemporary mathematial logi is no doubt a formulation offormal logi.41 In that dimension, it retains and ontinues the tradition
38 See Appendix, point 5, below.
39 Ibid at 820; 323. It is the one point, within the Logi, at whih phenomenologialand logial dialetis touh.
40 Ibid at 594; 29. And see above n.15.
41 �Mathematial logi, whih is nothing else but a preise and omplete formu-lation of formal logi, has two quite di�erent aspets. On the one hand, it is a setionof mathematis treating of lasses, relations, ombinations of symbols et instead of



38 valerie kerruishand the notion of `formal' embedded or insribed in it. But it also emergedin and as a radial transformation of the tradition. What has been broughtto the old formal logi is a method of formalisation whih, in drawing onmathematial methods and reasoning, has enased `the formal' of formallogi in a new, mathematial disipline.42 Formal logi has been takenover by mathematis. I do not laim that Hegel's onept of `formal' haswon out, not the least beause Hegel's thought ontributed nothing tothe transformation: it took plae, as I said, somewhat to the side of thatthought. But the transformation has seen both unantiipated results (an-tinomies), and new onepts (ompleteness, inompleteness, onsisteny,undeidability) whih, applying to formal systems themselves, indiatea ontent of greater omplexity than previously envisaged. Any formalmathematial logi `in the spirit of Hegel' would, in order to be a formalmathematial logi, have to be onstruted and presented in aordanewith the requirements of that disipline and be open to the harge thatit is not `in the spirit of Hegel'. Leaving that debate to the proprietaryminded, my point here is that the burgeoning omplexity of formal math-ematial logi is not inonsistent with Hegel's laim thatthis [his℄ notion of formal (dieses Formelle) must be regardedas posessing riher determinations and a riher ontent and asbeing in�nitely more potent in its in�uene on the onrete thanis usually supposed.43The oneptual loss that I am asserting here deprives theory of aquestion that an and in my view should be put to understandings ofHegel as `panlogiist', as regards its `logiist' omponent. What onep-tion of `logi' and what onrete logial system for doing logi is beingassumed?44 Seond, and as regards the `pan', I think Butler is onstrainedby her arguments to pass over Hegel's assertion of the independene of thelogial Notion from its modes of existene in nature and Spirit. Yet thisis essential to the alternative oneption of `formal' that is in question. Itnumbers, funtions, geometri �gures et. On the other hand, it is a siene prior toall others, whih ontains the ideas and priniples underlying all sienes� (K. Gödel,`Russell's mathematial logi' (1944) in Kurt Gödel, Colleted Works, vol.II, ed. S.Feferman et al, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1990, 119�141 at 119).
42 See Appendix, point 1, below.
43 Hegel, above n.9 at 594; 29 [modi�ed translation V.K.℄.
44 Cf. Thomas Sören Ho�man, Georg Wilhelm Friedrih Hegel: eine Propädeutik,Wiesbaden, Marixverlag, 2004 at 381.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 39is an independene, as onstituted, and not by the redutive abstrationinvolved in grasping what is essential to a matter in hand: not then bythe onept of abstration whih Hegel o�ers in the plae of the ritiisedKantian notion, �the sublation and redution of sensuous material to itsessene�.45 There is no suh material to be dealt with in logi. The onsti-tutive abstration is the objeti�ation. It is thus, it seems to me, that theidea that Hegel wishes to omprehend everything about everything thatexists � stones, states, situations, ontingenies, disourses, emotions,attitudes, everything � in terms of the logial Idea is ountered.Still, there is something else to the harge of `panlogiism' in thisexhange: something that the term, taken less literally or analytially,marks. I think it to involve the harge of laiming to have dedued theOne True System and I think that Hegel is in priniple ommitted to thislaim.46 Further in taking Hegel's idea of a dialetial and speulativelogial foundation of thought seriously I am assoiating myself with suha ommitment. I also think it not inonsistent, indeed dependent on,an idea of `logi' as an open dialeti of onept formation. In a worldharaterised by hangeability, whatever domains of stati truths may beestablished within it, a logi that would provide thought with the kind offoundation Hegel envisages annot seal itself into a ompleted system. If
45 �Abstrat thinking, . . . is not to be regarded (zu betrahten) as a mere settingaside of the sensuous material, the reality of whih is not thereby impaired; ratheris it the sublating and redution (das Aufheben und die Reduktion) of that materialas mere appearane to the essential, whih is manifested only in the Notion� (Hegel,above n.9 at 588; 20�1). It might be objeted that Hegel's seletion of prediation isredutive, but the plae of natural language in Hegel's philosophy is not that of `thematerial' to whih he is referring here.
46 The original harge of `panlogiism', a term oined in the early twentieth en-tury by Hermann Glokner, (as distint from `panlogism' whih is an earlier and di�er-ent harge) attributes to Hegel a form of idealism that is ommitted to a disembodied`mind' as the substane or substratum or essene of being (The Cambridge Ditionaryof Philosophy, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1995 at 315). As harged byLalau, Hegel's `panlogiism' is his �projet of presuppositionless philosophy� (`Con-struting Universality' in Contingeny, Hegemony, Universality, above n.2 at 306, n.2).From his fuller disussion (in the same volume, `Identity and Hegemony' at 59f.) the�losed totality� of the absolute Idea beyond whih �no further advane is possible�, inombination with the neessary rather than ontingent nature of Hegelian transitions,seems to onstitute the gravamen of the harge. I think with Butler that the meaningof the term is very unlear. My formulation attempts to get at what atually is beingobjeted to here.



40 valerie kerruishit did, it would beome redundant or lose its harater as an organon forthe prodution of objetive insights and beome a anon of how we oughtto think: something like a atehism or diamat.In priniple; and in pratie? First a further lari�ation of the prin-iple; I am ontemplating a oneption of `logi' as an open dialetiof onept formation: a dialeti within whih the totalities (`universals')that onepts are and the totalisations over a �nite or indeed in�nite lassof partiulars (inluding onepts) that yield further `higher order' on-epts (suh as the universal equivalent in Marx's general form of value47or trans�nite numbers in Cantor's set theory48) extend, inexhaustibly, thelogial realm. But now bak to pratie; does not Hegel lose the logialrealm, exhaust it in or in the name of the absolute Idea?Yes or no: this staple of those for whom Hegel is panlogiist is like therepetition of Hegelian dialeti as a triadi movement of thesis, antithesisand synthesis.49 One an put muh sholarly exegesis against them, rustleup this reading and that reading, get into the endless, useless exhange ofharge and omplaint � misreading, misinterpretation, misunderstanding� that is the bubble-gum of aademi disourse. They do not go awayand I think they have less to do with Hegel than with questions of theommitments of those who are onvined that this is the truth about He-gel. I do not mean this dismissively. One an jump onto band wagons andperform well in urrent debates by following the fashions of philosophialand soial theoretial disourses, but one annot think freely and orig-inally without ommitments of a kind that make up the normativity oftheory. Suh ommitments need not be dogmati. They may be relativisedto take aount of ompeting ommitments and to permit pragmati mo-ments within a theoretial praxis of justi�ation and ritique. Suspensionof ommitment for the purpose of following a theory or argument mov-ing o� from di�erent ommitments is a possible and valuable tehniqueof theoretial engagement. A kind of translation between framings might
47 Karl Marx, Capital I, trans. B. Fowkes, London, Penguin, 1976 at 157.
48 An aessible aount is given in Martin Davis, The Universal Computer: theRoad from Leibniz to Turing, New York, W.W. Norton & Co., 2000 at 69�73.
49 See e.g. I. Grattan-Guinness, The Searh for Mathematial Roots: Logi, SetTheories and the Foundations of Mathematis from Cantor through Russell to Gödel,Prineton, Prineton University Press, 2000 at 72; and in a quite di�erent ontextAnne Bottomley, `Shok to thought: an enounter (of a third kind) with legal feminism'Feminist Legal Studies 2004, 12: 1�37.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 41reveal that di�erenes go more to expression than substane. But all thissaid ommitments are part and parel of serious theoretial work.Hegel is ommitted to the independene of the logial realm from therealms of nature and soial and ultural life (spirit).50 It is a ommitmentto the possibility of onstituting that realm by �omplete abstration�: byan arti�e of idealisation whih I have little di�ulty in rediting, albeitas an in-priniple idea whih would need mathematial tehniques to bedoable in pratie. I have my own di�ulties with the absolute Idea andthey ome bak, as far as I an see, to the point that it is e�etively adenial of that need. Hegel's oneption of philosophy, as regards ontentand end, is one that lasses it with art and religion as distint from thepartiular sienes. But it has an elevated status within this lass onaount of its oneptuality.Philosophy has the same ontent and the same end as art andreligion; but it is the highest mode of apprehending the absoluteIdea, beause its mode is the highest mode, the Notion. Heneit embraes those shapes of real and ideal �nitude as well as ofin�nitude and holiness, and omprehends them and itself.51I �nd it hard to say what atually the stakes are here. Value? Power?Authority? Degree of abstration? All of these? More too: the geniusof those individuals who an think thus abstratly and of those peopleswhose ultural possession it is? But if this is Hegel's logoentrism and ifit is inseparable from the ethnoentrism of the historial narrative thatforms part of his thinking, I don't �nd logophobi solutions any advanein this prediament.Nor, on my reading, does Butler. Rhetori rather than logi is her tool,but just in re-staging the universal she is engaging the various oneptu-alisations of the universal in Hegel, staying short perhaps of the absoluteIdea. That is not where our di�erene lies for holiness (Heiligkeit) as at-tributed to the absolute Idea is problemati for me too. The elevationof the divine above the mundane is a �gure whih Hegel reiterates from
50 Hegel, above n.9 at 586; 18: �[T℄he Notion that is self-onsious and thinkspertains solely to spirit. But the logial form of the Notion is independent of its non-spiritual, and also its spiritual shapes. The neessary premonition on this point hasalready been given in the Introdution. It is a point that must not wait to be establishedwithin logi itself, but must be leared up before that siene is begun.�
51 Ibid at 824; 328.



42 valerie kerruishbeginning to end of his Logi. I think it ompromises the emanipatorypotential of his logial and metaphysial ideas and I think it impliated inthat lordly ontempt for slaves, tools and mahines that thinks in termsof higher and lower forms of life and disparages the merely alulative.The task, as I see it, is to get away from this �gure of elevation without,in a �t of pathos, dumping the logos into the dustbin of ultural prejudieand oneit. Again, however it is not suh pathos in whih I see Butler asindulging. My point as regards her, is rather that questioning the sieneof the logos, logi, must meet it where it is: in abstrat, formal thinking,or rather, to keep hold of di�ering notions of `formal' that I am seekingto eluidate, thinkings.Philosophy, in the tradition inaugurated by Kant � that is, philo-sophy that holds to the idea of metaphysis as the urge to think theunonditioned (or absolute, or in�nite, or totality) � adheres, not to all,but ertainly to some of Hegel's ideas if it admits the experiene of spiritin the development of mathematis and mathematial logi gained afterHegel's times.5. Questioning authorityI am thinking of authority in general in terms of e�etive power of deter-mination whih lays laim to being justi�ed. If it manages to bring thatlaim within its power, it gains a self-justifying, self-reproduing qualitywhih strengthens it to a degree suh that, at least as regards politial au-thority, the need for a standpoint from whih hallenges to a onstitutedauthority's laim to justi�ation are made is widely aknowledged. Whatof the authority of `logi'? I have reservations regarding the attributionof authority to logi. It seems to me that they strengthen a ommon andrhetorial use of laims to the logial neessity of an argument whih ne-glet the relativity of any suh neessity to a partiular system of logi.I would prefer to say that logi neither has nor needs authority, beingmerely the onsistent appliation (or onstrution) of a system of de�ni-tions, axioms and rules of inferene whih have been voluntarily adoptedfor some purpose or another. Often, I suspet, the appeal invokes, on-siously or unonsiously, a laim to the universality of lassial logiwhih I think is outmoded.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 43Still, the phrase is used by Georg von Wright in asking what gives todeonti logi the authority of Logi?52 While I wonder whether, with hisapitalised and I assume, totalised `Logi', his question is quite straightfaed, he explains that what is being asked after here is a rationale forspei� priniples of a deonti logi. In his view the question demands ananswer. To give an answer, he asserts the neessity to step beyond �deontilogi itself� into disursive onsiderations of reasonableness relating normsto ends and a partiular system of deonti logi to the Standard System.The spei� issue that von Wright is dealing with � ontroversyas to whether a redution of deonti logi to alethi logi ommits the`naturalisti fallay' � makes it lear that the question of the `authorityof Logi' is set into dispute in philosophy regarding the relation betweentheoretial and pratial reason or, in the empiriist tradition, the `is�ought' ontroversy. The ground then is that of Hegel's most fundamentaldisagreement with Kant. Already in the preliminary statement of his logoswith its homage to and ritique of Kant, Hegel's point of dissatisfationis formulated. Kant's dialetial priniple is too limited.[I℄f no advane is made beyond the abstrat negative prinipleof dialeti, the result is only the familiar one that reason is in-apable of knowing the in�nite; a strange result for � sine thein�nite is the Reasonable � it asserts that reason is inapable ofknowing the Reasonable.53Whether one speaks then of the `authority of Logi' or, as does Hegel,of the `authority of reason' may not make muh di�erene. The groundtakes in the politis of theory and, as it mainly onerns me, the poli-tis of a ritial (qua emanipatory) theory that is still struggling withthe Greek heritage of post-Sorati philosophy and Aristotelian logi.On this ground, I am taking the standpoint of Hegel's `absolute' begin-ning as regards `the formal' of logi. That is to a�rm the gap betweenlogi/ontology and politis, to resist its dissolution (or `healing') in ethial
52 Georg von Wright `Problems and Prospets of Deonti Logi' in Modern Logi� a Survey, ed. E. Agazzi, Dordreht, D. Reidel, 1980, 399�423 at 408.
53 Hegel, above n.16 at 56; 54. As von Wright elsewhere points out, one is lookinghere at di�erent notions of pratial inferene. Though I would modify his formula-tion, he deftly grasps Hegel's thinking of pratial inferene as a (negleted) departurefrom both Aristotelian and Kantian paradigms (`On so-alled pratial inferene' inPratial Reasoning, ed. J. Raz, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1978, 46�62 at 47).



44 valerie kerruishturns that take the paths of aesthetis or religion and also to resist theredution of the problem to a hegemoni politis of disourse. The latteris my basi di�erene from Butler and Lalau and to it the onstrutivemoment in formal logi is fundamental. It is that moment that establishesthe logial Notion as independent of its modes of existene in nature andin soial and ultural life and that brings pratie � here praties offormal logial dedution and inferene � into my notion of justi�ationand thus `foundation'.One a plurality of di�erent systems of logi and of ways and frame-works of reasoning is aknowledged, the possibility of hallenge to thejusti�atory laims of or assoiated with a partiular system of logi isopened. It is a spae that is espeially fragile and vulnerable to the nor-mative losures of pluralism and pragmatism. Let the standpoint fromwhih the laims of a determining power to being justi�ed are hallengedbe alled that of `the reasonable'. It ould be named after freedom or truthor justie or right, but `the reasonable' has the virtue of bringing thingsto a point. The idea I �nd in Hegel is that a self-justifying reason is alsoa self-ritial reason and not quite in the same measure. It is weightedtoward the latter as a reason that has learned the vanity of seeking toremove itself and its onepts from the play of reversals and surprises ofthe kind that Hegel traes in The Phenomenology of Spirit. These vainattempts to remove the being-at-odds-with-itself of reason from the rea-sonable are what Hegel alls `formalism' and against whih he proposes`the formal' of his logi with its `absolute' harater. The plurality of no-tions of `the universal' is now within Hegel's Logi. This is what Butlertakes up but without the further sense of the `absolute' of this formal logihaving no `outside', no `beyond'. It is a logi of onept formation withina dynami proess: the ongoing ativity of the thinking of �nite, situated,embodied beings who seek to grasp that proess in its exess, by thinkingthe in�nite. My point, to eho Hegel, is that it is least of all, `the formal',the formal notion of the reasonable, reason's self-oneptualisation, itsself-objeti�ation or extension, that should be exluded from a projetof re-staging the universal by too limited a view of abstration. The ques-tion here, to my mind, is pratial-theoretial or tehnial. What is themethod and means through whih this self-justifying/self-ritial reasonis brought to reognition of its own points of impasse? This to my mindis a question of logi, of whih logi, and of whih approah to logi.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 45Let me reapitulate and then take further, the argument begun in theprevious two setions. In following Hegel in his `logial' turn of Kant'stransendental philosophy, but then looking to mathematial logi forthe method and means of implementing that turn, it seems that on�it-ing notions of `formal' are in play: the `formal' that Hegel opposes, thatwhih in the tradition of formal logi separates ontent and form, andthe `formal' whih Hegel embraes with his idea of a siene of logi. Be-ause mathematial logi does ontinue the tradition of formal logi albeitshifting its disipline and pratie from philosophy to mathematis, it isommonly thought that `looking to' mathematial logi, so far as Hegel'slogial ideas are onerned, is looking in the wrong diretion. But thisshift in disipline and pratie is ritial.Hao Wang omments that �onern with forms, the formal and for-malisation is entral to the enterprise of mathematial logi�. DisussingGödel's inompleteness theorems, he goes on to say that they brought outthe entral importane of �the interplay of the formal and the intuitiveeven though the area is devoted to the study of the formal�.54 The pointof this fous on the formal may just be, as Wang says, �to make pre-ise the onept of formal and thereby be able to reason mathematiallyabout formal systems�. Mathematial and mathematial logial pratieis pragmati. Whihever system enables the pursuit of a partiular en-deavour will be used. The deliate and foundational question here is whatlies between a pratie whih reognises the moments of indeterminationin formal reason and ideologial or normative standpoints of pragmatismand pluralism? I do not refuse the bene�t of hindsight in approahingthis question. For it is, and I use here a pragmati riterion of outome,the outome of this way of thinking, namely that it has added �a newdimension to mathematis�,55 whih makes me think that it is, despiteHegel's rejetion of mathematial methods, not in priniple alien to hisoneption of logi. It has something of the quality of a method �for theprodution of objetive insights�; a method whereby potentialities imma-nent in thought an be brought out and artiulated by thought making
54 Hao Wang, Re�etions on Kurt Gödel, Cambridge, Mass., The MIT Press, 1987at 267.
55 Hao Wang, Popular Letures on Mathematial Logi, New York, Dover Publi-ations, 1993 at 16.



46 valerie kerruishitself its own objet: by thought turning itself bak on itself by means ofitself.I say `something of' beause Gödel's result as, so far as I an see, mostof the work done in mathematial logi, is a result of and in lassial logi.It seems to be on aount of his tehnial virtuosity as a lassial, formal,mathematial logiian that Gödel managed to skirt the di�ulties whihlassial logi has with handling self-referene and deliver his surprise.My point here is just that this row of adjetives � lassial, formal,mathematial � suggests a quite partiular logial system. What hangeswhen `lassial' is dropped? I am saying that logi's disiplinary shiftand the method of formalisation that aompanied it, brings a notion of`formal' that is not wholly ontinuous with that whih Hegel was opposing.As a method, formalisation in logi and mathematis underwent adevelopment whih is inseparable from the development of mathematiallogi and from developments in mathematis in the nineteenth entury.The latter, in the later part of the entury, saw a reoneptualisation ofthe very nature of mathematis itself. From being oneived as the sieneof quantity, the appliation of mathematial abstrations to the study ofmathematial objets began to invest the abstrations with �a life of theirown�.56 By 1847, George Boole was proposing a de�nition of mathematisas a general siene of symboli aluli (semiotis). Along a di�erent path,Cantor in 1883 haraterised mathematis asin its development entirely free . . . and only bound in the self-evident respet that its onepts must both be onsistent witheah other and also stand in exat relationships ordered by de�-nitions, to those onepts whih have been previously introduedand are already at hand and established.57The theme of abstrations aquiring a life of their own is also empha-sised by Rózsa Péter (sometimes alled `the mother of reursive funtiontheory'):Man reated the natural number system for his own purposes . . . .But one reated, he has no further power over it. The naturalnumber series exists; it has aquired an independent existene.
56 Jeremy Avigad and Erih H. Rek, ` �Clarifying the nature of the in�nite�: thedevelopment of metamathematis and proof theory', Carnegie Mellon Tehnial ReportCMU-PHIL-120, 2001, 1�53 at 8.
57 Quoted from Avigad and Rek, ibid at 9.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 47No more alterations an be made; it has its own laws and its ownpeuliar properties, properties suh as man never even dreamedof when he reated it. The sorerer's apprentie stands in utteramazement before the spirits he has raised. The mathematiian`reates a new world out of nothing' and then this world gets holdof him with its mysterious, unexpeted regularities.58My point here is not just to support my suggestion of disontinuitywith oneptions of the formal in the ontext of the old formal, lassiallogi. It is also to attempt to lay hold of and bring together two fur-ther thoughts. First, that Hegel's logos �the objetivity of illusion andthe neessity of ontradition inhering in thought determinations� is, asa priniple of intelligibility, one that ertainly points to the demiurgos-like harater of the ageny of pure reason, but not one whih, as Marxthought, posits the Idea as a demiurgos outside the realm onstrutedby thought thinking itself. I take Hegel, in his Logi, to be working withand within the human apaity for abstration and idealisation in on-eptual thought. The atual or ompleted in�nite, as oneived and usedby Cantor in reating his set theory, as distint from the traditional andAristotelian potential in�nite, is illustrative of the apaity for abstra-tion and idealisation to whih I refer.59 That it �rst gave rise to a theorywhih beame the fundamental disipline for the whole of mathematis; a�ompletely solid and sound� basis of mathematis as Poinaré at one timedelared,60 and then, as itself ontraditory and in leading Russell to thedisovery of his famous antinomy, aused �the whole building to rok�,61is the (dramatised) phenomenon that leads into the seond thought.As I have said, Hegel's Logi is, as regards a thinking subjet, subjet-less. But the abstrat idea of his Logi is a rethinking of the notion of ob-jetivity emerging from The Phenomenology. This idea goes hand in handwith a thinking subjet that knows itself as impliated in, not opposed tothe `objets' of its knowledge. It is the idea of a subjet onstituted in the
58 Rózsa Péter, Playing with In�nity: Mathematial explorations and exursions[1957℄, trans. Dr. Z.P. Dienes, New York, Dover Publiations, 1976 at 22.
59 The other example, used earlier, of a higher order onept, Marx's generalform of value, is di�erent in that it is a onept whih omprehends an atual soialdevelopment of praties of prodution and exhange.
60 Abraham A. Fraenkel, Yehoshua Bar-Hillel, Azriel Levy, Foundations of SetTheory seond rev. ed., Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1973 at 14.
61 Péter, above n.58 at 229.



48 valerie kerruishexperiene of a range of attitudes to its desires and their reversal. Thisthinking subjet is, so to speak, paused or suspended, one the logialrealm is entered. Its plae is taken by method. But the experiene of thissubjet in time is not `anelled' and that its experiene, in the math-ematial realm, is a further hapter in its phenomenology is my seondthought. Thinking the in�nite and its ontraditions, and the desire for asystem of omplete and ertain knowledge and its reversal, in the periodfrom Cantor through to Gödel, play out as variations on Hegel's theme.62As a layered narrative of the experienes of a journeying onsious-ness, The Phenomenology is a philosophial genre that resiles from anoppositional relation between narrative and oneptual disourse. TheLogi, ertainly, is inserted into the tradition of purely oneptual, thatis formal, disourse, in whih methods of abstration take the plae ofnarrative form.63 That makes for a gap between the two works and it is,I think, for this reason that the reader is asked to think twie about therelation between them by Hegel's designation of The Phenomenology asthe presupposition of a presuppositionless logi.This thinking twie, this thinking between the phenomenologial andthe logial is the ongoing demand on thought whih is my answer tothe question posed above regarding pragmatism and pluralism. It shouldnot be plastered over by words whih o�er verbal formulae in its plae,whether these are Hegel's words (`speulative proposition') or words withurrent appeal (`aporeti', `paradoxial'). Butler rests her disussion ofHegel on universality with just suh a formula.64 Gillian Rose, anotherinspiring reader of Hegel, does likewise with the repeated formulation ofthe absolute as that whih must and annot be thought.65 It is, to my
62 Like the failure of Frege's projet, Gödel's inompleteness theorems have u-rious relations with tradition and hange. As the use of mathematial methods toonstrut and investigate formal mathematial systems added a new dimension tomathematis and inreased mathematial knowledge of formal systems, it radiallyundermined the idea of foundations and the means of seuring foundations for lassialmathematis that David Hilbert, at a ertain end-point of Kantian ideas of foundation,proposed. See further, the Appendix to this paper below.
63 Hegel, above n.9 at 588; 21.
64 �The propositional sense of the opula must be replaed with the speulativeone� (Butler, above n.2 at 24).
65 Gillian Rose, Hegel ontra Soiology, London, Athlone, 1981 at 42, 92, 204. En-apsulated in this repeated and developed assertion, is the view that Hegel's philosophyhas no soial import if the absolute annot be thought, followed by the observation



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 49mind, the failure to inlude that experiene of spirit whih ame with theshift in the disipline and pratie of logi from philosophy to mathematisand the aompanying loss or innoene of the tools of formal logi thatonstrains them.So how does the relation in question look if it is thought twie about,now, almost two hundred years later? It is the relation between a theory ofknowledge or justi�ation and a logi. Whether and how Hegel would havetaken up and thought that reversal of Leibniz' dream whih showed upwith the appearane of antinomies and inompleteness in (some) formalsystems is and must remain a question. But to my mind, the reollet-ing totality that Hegel's journeying onsiousness knows itself to be, anhardly be thought to have learnt or to remember anything at all if itthinks its ground will not again be pulled from under its feet.That ground is Hegel's judgement regarding the means and methodfor attaining the `omplete abstration' at whih he aimed in his logi.The means is natural language. Philosophy, Hegel asserts, has the �rightto selet from the language of ommon life whih is made for the world ofpitorial thinking, suh expressions as seem to approximate to the deter-minations of the Notion�.66 The method must be taken from philosophialnot mathematial reasoning. Lalau �nds, on the �rst point, a de�nitiveargument against Hegel's logi being a logi at all.67 It is not to my pointto argue otherwise if by `Hegel's logi' is meant the onrete produt ofHegel's labours. It is Hegel's idea of and for a speulative and dialetiallogi that will take the plae of metaphysis that I am holding on to. Irejet his judgement as overtaken as regards that very purpose. For, whatemerges in mathematial logi, through formalisation, is a peuliar on-tent, peuliar limits to the `preisely de�ned' notion of the formal itself,whih tear at the very way in whih `logi' is thought: tears at its ownlassial paradigm. This is a phenomenon that so far from refuting Hegel'sidea renews the possibility of its realisation.that the absolute annot be thought beause the dihotomies of onept and intuition,theoretial and pratial reason are not transended. I owe a great deal to Rose's in-terpretation of Hegel, but I think that the juxtaposition of something that must bedone (if Hegel's thought is to be relevant and useful) and its present impossibility tooshort. It stiks in the mystery of the speulative proposition whih tries to say andunsay freedom's neessity.
66 Hegel, above n.9 at 708; 177.
67 Above n.2 at 63.



50 valerie kerruishI am following through on Hegel's thinking to a point where, to mymind, there is a parting of the ways between `philosophy' and `logi' as thelatter is now onstituted and pratied. I do not see how philosophy an bedenied the `right' whih Hegel takes it to have without losing its `self'.68And who knows what Hegel's greater ommitment was to: philosophy, hisown Dasein as philosopher and the santity of his judgement regardingmethod and means, or his idea of a new, non-lassial, dialetial andspeulative, siene of logi? If the latter, he might have blushed at aertain lak of ourage of onvition in the power of dialeti to assertitself even in so barren a realm as that of numbers; a ertain fear thatLeibniz was right and that one needs the impreision and ambiguity of anatural language to show thought at odds with itself.I am following it through to a point where it is no longer a ques-tion of what Hegel thought or intended, but following it through on justthat aspet of his idea of thought's logial foundation that is tied to theexperiene of spirit. The hek, that whih holds the absolute in Hegel'sthinking of it away from the banality of absolutism, is that experiene.Should one say then that the reasonable, reason's fetish form, drawn bakinto this proess, is endlessly, in�nitely revisable? In time I think so. Butthe thought here, and this is where `fetish' is a misnomer, is the idea of alogi whih as reasonable must also be atual: a presented system satisfy-ing the demands of what is urrently known of the disipline and pratieof logi. Here Hegel failed, on his judgement and aording to the demandhe himself plaed on the reasonable.That is not to say, on the basis of a di�erent judgement as to meansand method, that his idea of a dialetial and speulative logi and the no-tion of thought's logial foundation that thinks between the phenomeno-logial and the logial has failed or must fail or an only sustain itselfin failing. It is to a�rm the objetivity of illusion and the neessity ofontradition inhering in the determinations of thought as the prinipleof intelligibility of objetivity and neessity. It is also to argue for set-ting the formal siene of this logos against the tendeny of onstitutedand instituted power to bring the justi�ation of its determinative powerwithin the ambit of that power.
68 Cf. Jean-Lu Nany, Hegel: the restlessness of the negative, trans. Jason Smithand Stephen Miller, Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 2002, esp. 19�24.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 51In the Appendix, I attempt to ommuniate something of what, asan interdisiplinary researher, I understand of the disipline and pra-tie of formal mathematial logi. Here I make the plea that motivatesthis paper. It should be lear that what ounts as logial neessity is notindependent of the idea of logi involved and gains a formal but onretesense in a system of logi. It is not only Hegel who rests neither with anabstrat idea nor with the urrently ruling paradigm. What logi is bestsuited to whih sienti� or tehnologial endeavour is a question thatis not strange to ontemporary logial pratie. May it not also be askedwhih logi is best suited to the endeavour of oneiving objetive thinkingfrom the premise that objets that are apprehended and omprehendedby thought, whatever their genesis and orporeality, are formed by a sub-jetive ativity?69 And further: is lassial logi suited to reasoning whihkeeps aount of its assumptions from the perspetive that an assump-tion, one used in an at of inferene might, like a dollar spent, be so tospeak, used up and no longer available in the new situation thought �ndsitself in?70 No doubt there are many reasons for the ontinuing hegemonyof lassial logi in both its philosophial and mathematial presentationsand some may be `good reasons' for what that is worth. It seems to methat sine what ounts as a `good reason' must fall under the onept ofthe reasonable inhering in the way of reasoning formalised in a logi, itis worth very little without the kind of srutiny given to the Idea of thegood that di�erentiates Hegel's notion of pratial inferene from that ofAristotle and Kant, and from pragmatist and neo-pragmatist approahesto justi�ation. Mathematis and mathematial logi has found a free-dom in its forms of abstration and idealisation that an mehanise andsimulate itself in some degree. This is the present and there are no godsoming to save us from proprietary abuse of this power. Intervening intothis situation, taking responsibility for it, resisting the impotene of beau-tiful souls and the indi�erene of `hard nosed pragmatists' who are quiteontent with the urrent balane and ondut of power in the world, alls
69 It should not be assumed that I am dismissing the pertinene of psyhoanalysisand psyhoanalyti theory to this question. On the ontrary, I see that as also emergingthrough the experiene of spirit following Hegel's times. My fous however is on thenotion of objetivity. I would hope that the launa of fous oming from the demandsof interdisiplinarity as I apprehend them might be met by ollaborative work.
70 See the Appendix to this paper, point 3, below, for the bakground of thisquestion.



52 valerie kerruishthe humanities `on the left' to take heed of oneptions and praties offormal logi.As things now stand, so far as oneptions of logi are onerned, Ihave ome upon this:[f℄or us now, in the last quarter of the twentieth entury, thenature of logi � that is, of the disipline of formal, dedutivelogi � is very largely unproblemati: it is a pure siene de-voted to the investigation and odi�ation of relations of dedu-tive onsequene holding between sentenes, or perhaps betweenthe thoughts or propositions they express. And in this onne-tion we understand the need to distinguish (proof theoreti) re-lations of syntati onsequene and (model theoreti) relationsof semanti onsequene; there is a general onsensus as to howissues onerning, say, formal shemata, aluli, interpretation,truth, validity, onsisteny and ompleteness are related one tothe other, and today we an be learer than ever before abouthow, if at all, the subjet matter of logi is related to that of theother disiplines like psyhology, mathematis, set theory, ontol-ogy, epistemology or linguistis.71Clarity, preision and mastery of the nature of logi to hand! Hurrah for`us' ! And this:In reent years we have witnessed a very strong and fruitful in-teration between traditional logi on the one hand and om-puter siene and Arti�ial intelligene on the other. As a re-sult, there was urgent need for logi to evolve. New systems weredeveloped to ater for the needs of appliations. Old oneptswere hanged and modi�ed and new onepts ame into promi-nene. The ommunity beame divided. Many expressed them-selves strongly, both for and against, the new ideas. Papers wererejeted or aepted on ideologial grounds as well as on tehnialsubstane.In this atmosphere it seemed neessary to larify the basionepts underlying logi and omputation, espeially the verynotion of a logial system.72
71 David Bell, Husserl, London and New York, Routledge, 1990 at 87.
72 Dov M. Gabbay, Prefae to What is a Logial System, Oxford, Clarendon, 1994at v.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 53Disharmony and dissent � ideology no less! � among workers in the�eld. And this:[s℄ine the time of Hilbert, no new foundational sheme has beenproposed. Certainly people know too muh to present a naiveontology of mathematis (and perhaps not yet enough to presenta really hallenging explanation of mathematial ativity).73And:[i℄t has been a long time sine philosophy stopped interatingwith logi . . . .74Whih latter omment is what, were it possible, my plea would hange.APPENDIXNon-expert observations of mathematial logiThe following makes something of the perspetive of mathematial logithan I have gained as an interdisiplinary researher available to thereader. It is bound to be a bit of a mess: a translation of methods andideas from a disipline that has, from a ertain neessity of abstration,�gone beyond words�, bak into words! It is an absurd undertaking in itsway. But I want to underline the sense in whih this �eld, if tehnial, isalso mundane: not mysterious, not a �more than human possession�.75 Ialso want to indiate a path taken into this �eld that is quite di�erentfrom the standard introdutions and undergraduate ourses.1. Formalism: In mathematial logi, `formalism' is a term ommonlyapplied to the produt of a partiular method of formalisation that devel-oped as part of the emergene of the new disipline. In general, the term`formalism' is synonymous with a range of other terms: alulus, formalsystem, formal theory, formal mathematis. In so far as formalisation isa general method, thus part and parel of mathematial logi, this sense
73 Jean-Yves Girard, Proof Theory and Logial Complexity v.I, Napoli, Bibliopo-lis, 1987 at 38.
74 J.-Y. Girard, `On the Meaning of Logial Rules I: Syntax Versus Semantis' inComputational Logi, ed. Ulrih Berger and Helmut Shwihtenberg, Berlin, SpringerVerlag, 1999, 215�272 at 216.
75 Hegel, above n.16 at 34: iting Aristotle on logi.



54 valerie kerruishof `formalism' is not negatively onnoted. The ontribution to methodsof formalisation made within the Hilbert shool in the �rst deades ofthe last entury, and the proof theory or metamathematis it established� the logi of logi, as it has been alled76 � has been a fous of myresearh.The method of formalisation developed in this shool, proeeds, bymeans of a �ompletely symboli language�, through formal axiomatisation(whih renders the primitive terms of the theory meaningless), to divestall other words used in dedutions of their meaning, so as to yield anexhaustively de�ned `objet theory' (or `formalism') for purposes of study.The formalisation and study of its produt is done from within an informalmetatheory.77 Its point, so far as Hilbert's program was onerned, was toprove the onsisteny of the objet theory (some part, eventually, Hilberthoped, all of lassial mathematis) by metamathematial means whih,in being restrited to wholly unontentious methods (so making no useof disputed rules suh as tertium non datur) would be e�etive to seurethe objet theory (whih might make use of suh rules).Thus proof theory or metamathematis was developed as means toa partiular justi�atory end, roughly, to plae all of mathematis on aneo-Kantian (methodologisti) foundation that would seure its aom-plishments (prinipally set theory) and `the right' to use priniples of las-sial logi in mathematis. The method in Gödel's hands, helped ratherto undermine that aspiration. In one way of looking at it, it ould be saidthat the master's tools were indeed used to dismantle the master's house.Without that proedure this proof would not have been possible and withthis proof the last grand theory of foundations of mathematis, that isfoundations of the kind that guarantee the truth of existing mathemati-al knowledge, ollapsed. The demands on presentation of a formal logialsystem remain. ThusA system of symboli logi must begin with a list of unde�nedsymbols, a list of formal axioms, and a list of rules of inferene.78
76 J.-Y. Girard, above n.73 at 10: but perhaps more helpfully �Proof theory =logi from a syntati viewpoint� (ibid).
77 Drawing on Stephen Cole Kleene, Mathematial Logi, New York, Dover Pub-liations, 1967 at 198f.
78 A. Churh, `The Rihard Paradox' Amerian Mathematial Monthly 41 (1934),356�361 at 356.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 55That is to say the system is ommuniated by presentation of a �preisestatement of the syntax of the formalism�79 It will not be presupposition-less, but it may be the endeavour of setting up a formal logial systemto both minimise assumptions and make them expliit as axioms, de�ni-tions or preisely formulated rules of the system. One ould then say, thatonstruting a logial system has the harater of onstruting a game.In foundations of mathematis, as distint from the broader ontextof mathematial logi, `formalism' has a di�erent sense. It may be applied,approvingly, disapprovingly or neutrally to a theoretial standpoint withina debate preipitated by the emergene of antinomies and paradoxes atvery basi levels of logi and set theory that took plae in the early deadesof the last entury. In this ontext, `formalism' and `formalists (Hilbertshool), `logiism' and `logiists' (Frege, Russell and Whitehead) and `in-tuitionism' and `intutionists' (Brouwer and Heyting) entered the lists ofthe kind of normative or ideologial debate familiar in other theoretialendeavours.80 The heat seems to have gone out of these debates fromabout the 1930's, although foundations of mathematis remains as anarea of researh. My impression is that the �eld expanded so onsiderablyfrom the 1930's as to overtake these debates.2. Strutural rules, logis and logial pratie. Classial logi, whilehaving been so radially transformed as to warrant the distintion be-tween formal (philosophial) and symboli (mathematial) logi,81 main-tains itself within the tradition of Aristotelian logi. It an be presentedin terms of di�erent axiom systems and rules and is expressible in variousaluli, eah of whih is fully translatable into any other. In some suhaluli (Gentzen sequential aluli) axioms are replaed by rules for the
79 K. Gödel, `Russell's Mathematial Logi� in The Philosophy of Betrand Russell,in ed. P.A. Shilpp (Library of Living Philosophers 5) La Salle, Illinois, Open CourtPublishing, 1949 at 126.
80 Although somewhat tehnial, and although historians of mathematial logiare now writing more �nely tuned aounts of these debates, I think S.C. Kleene'slassi text-book Introdution to Metamathematis, Groningen/Amsterdam, Wolters-Noordho� Publishing/North-Holland Publishing Company, 1972, Ch.III a readableintrodution.
81 While Leibniz is an anestor �gure, the transformation began in the mid-nineteenth entury with the work of Boole and the algebraists, gaining impetus anda somewhat di�erent diretion with Frege's Begri�sshrift (1879). The two streamsmerged in the 1930's. See Jean van Heijenoort `Logi as Calulus and Logi as Lan-guage', above n.25.



56 valerie kerruishintrodution of logial onstants (`operational rules') and rules of a dif-ferent type, ommonly termed `strutural rules'.82 The types of rules arelearly distinguishable. The strutural rules ontain no logial onstants(`and', `or', `if . . . then' et.) and an be seen as governing the handling ofassumptions only, in one of Gentzen's aluli.Commonly, just four strutural rules are listed. They embody prop-erties of the deduibility relation in lassial logi whih are built into itprior to what may otherwise be regarded as its `ontent', the logial on-stants. Non-lassial logis may well inlude some of the strutural rules,but a distinguishing feature of lassial and non-lassial logis is that thelatter give up one or more of the strutural rules whereas lassial logiis a singular edi�e. There is one and only one lassial logi (althoughit is di�erently presentable and an be expressed in a variety of aluli)and it employs all of the strutural rules. The �eld of mathematial orsymboli logi is thus divided between lassial and non-lassial (intu-itionisti, many valued, quantum, dialethei, dialetial, relevant, a�neand others) logis. There are, ertainly, polemial exhanges aross thatborder. Apart from anything else, what is and is not `logi' might be madean issue here.83 But pratie in the �eld sees logiians (and applied logi-ians suh as theoretial omputer sientists) employing whihever logisuits their purpose and regarding that as doing `usual logi'. Here, as else-where, pluralism may be advoated as a favoured ideology. If so it looksto me as if the `logi' debate is onduted on the familiar terrain of debatebetween `onservatives' and `liberals'.3. Contration: One of the strutural rules that is of partiular interestin the onstrution of a dialetial and speulative mathematial logi, hasreently beome the objet of quite some ativity in theoretial omputersiene. This rule (with the usual variability of terminology) is alled
82 Gerhard Gentzen, `Untersuhungen über das logishe Shliessen', Mathematis-he Zeitshrift 41 (1934), 176�210 and 405�231. Translated by M.E. Szabo in TheColleted Papers of Gerhard Gentzen, Amsterdam and London, North-Holland Pub-lishing Company, 1969.
83 Quine for example, with referene to Gödel's proof of the ompleteness of �rst-order prediate logi says: �This alulus [logi℄ is the basi department of modernformal logi; there are some who even equate it to logi, in a defensible narrow senseof the word�. W.V. Quine, `Kurt Gödel' in Theories and Things, Cambridge, Ma.,Harvard University Press, 1981, 143�147 at 143. Terminology here is onfusing sine`alulus' an be used to mean both a system of logi and its symboli expression.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 57`ontration'. What it allows an be seen as dropping an assumption ina proof where that assumption has been used more than one. Standingbehind this permission is an assumption of the re-usability of assumptions,or in other words, having an assumption one is as good as having it twieor more. Sine `resoure onsiousness' or `good aounting' are desirablein onstruting systems of logi suitable for omputing (given pratiallimitations of time and memory) logial systems whih drop ontrationhave been devised.84As I understand ontration, in the reasoning that lassial logi for-malises, the possibility that assumptions may be used up in the `at'of inferene is exluded. Perhaps here something of the Hegelian spiritglimmers: a dynami spirit for whih, following an inferene (transition),things are not just as before.4. Bivalene and its Restrition: Perhaps this treatment of assump-tions, in being onsistent with ideas of unhangeable, eternal truths, sup-ports these ideas and the ideal of truth abstrated from them. Perhaps itgoes the other way, i.e. perhaps the rule is a formalisation of that ideal.Perhaps it goes both ways. I want to move on from here to the spei�meta-logial assumption of lassial logi itself, namely the assumption ofbivalene, or truth-de�niteness, or more fully of the validity of either�orreasoning as applied to the truth values, true and false. As Quine puts it:Bivalene is a basi trait of our lassial theories of nature. Ithas us positing a true-false dihotomy aross all the statementsthat we an express in our theoretial voabulary, irrespetive ofour knowing how to deide them. In keeping with our theoriesof nature we have viewed all suh sentenes as having fatualontent, however remote from observation. In this way simpliityof theory has been served.85Quine's purpose, in this artile, is to point out the `prie' of bivalene.�We stalwarts of two-valued logi� he writes,
84 This is a tehnial area to whih I know no introdution that is readable withoutspeialist knowledge. The phrase �resoure onsious� is taken from A.S. Troelstra,Letures on Linear Logi, Stanford, Center for the Study of Language and Information,1992 at 1.
85 W.V. Quine, `What Prie Bivalene' The Journal of Philosophy LXXVII(1981), 90�95 at 94.



58 valerie kerruishbuy its sweet simpliity at no small prie in respet of harboringof undeideables.86The prie, apparently, gives value for money: dedutive power. Clas-sial logi remains hegemoni. Its main rival, intuitionisti logi, thoughannouned as a revolution,87 turned out to be a rather moderate (anduseful) reform.88 But my point here is that this meta-logial assumptionan be and is restrited in many non-lassial logis. That is to say itsuniversality is reigned in from all to some sentenes. Or if logial bivaleneis oneived as inherently universalist, then one would say it is given up,abandoned. It does not then follow that there are no sentenes whih arenot either true or false in logis whih restrit bivalene. Bivalene maybe provable for some sentenes by the logi in question. With suh anabandonment, aompanied by an abandonment of the ontration rule,one gets a `ontration-free' logi within whih a ertain form of ontra-dition (e.g. `If A then not-A and if not-A then A') does not `trivialise'the system (as does e.g. `A and not-A'), that is, allow anything and ev-erything to be proved by it. Again, the implementation of these ats ofabandonment in a system of non-lassial logi, takes shape in the pre-sentation of the system. To William Rash's playful question �To what isthe law of exluded middle subjet?�89 my non-playful answer is: srutinyand the possibility of being dropped!5. The abstration axiom, antinomies and inompleteness: Dedu-tive power has been met. A formal logial system is also haraterised bymore or less expressive power. An abstration axiom is basially a formal
86 Ibid at 91.
87 By HermannWeyl: see Davis, above n.48 at 96; see also Constane Reid, Hilbert,Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1970, Ch. XVIII.
88 The translation of a meta-logial assumption into theorems or rules of infereneof a formal logial system is a triky business. Intuitionisti logi `gives up' exludedmiddle (or double negation whih is equivalent to exluded middle within intuitionistilogi), and it may be said that, in a ertain sense, ontration is restrited, beause onlyone well formed formula is allowed in the suedent of a Gentzen sequent. But a wellformed formula aording to a shema `not-(A and not-A)' (exluded ontradition)is deduible in intuitionisti logi. Some ingenious �ddling about with axiom systemsand it turns out to be no less dedutively powerful than lassial logi. The moral hereis that it does not give a lot of purhase on formal systems to talk about them in termsof the names traditionally given to priniples of lassial logi.
89 William Rash, Sovereignty and its Disontents: On the Primay of Con�itand the Struture of the Politial, London, Birkbek Law Press, 2004 at 89.



ON RE-STAGING THE UNIVERSAL 59axiom of onept formation and gives expressive power to systems inlud-ing suh an axiom. In natural languages with a subjet�prediate stru-ture, the onstrution of an objet from a prediate, as in, for example,a move from `is red' to `redness' is illustrative of the operation permitted(`objeti�ation'). It enables prediation of an objeti�ed prediate, suhas `redness'. That is, something further an be prediated of `redness'whereas `is red' annot be used as a subjet. Hene the usefulness of therule. With an unrestrited abstration axiom one has unlimited expres-sive power. Historially, its employment goes bak to Frege; to his logiistprojet of reduing arithmeti to logi and his onstrution of the idealalulus for that purpose, that is, (roughly! the tehnial details of Frege'ssystem were otherwise given) lassial prediate logi with abstration ax-ioms. The drawbak is, as the failure of Frege's projet showed, that insome ases, of whih Russell's lass is the lassi example (the lass oflasses that are not members of themselves), when used in onjuntionwith lassial logi, an abstration axiom leads diretly into full blownlogial antinomy.In lassial logi, the abstration rule is therefore severely restrited,although it is not given up.90 But in a ontration-free logi, there isno passage from a ontradition appearing in the form `If A then not-Aand if not-A then A' to the form of ontradition `A and not-A'. Thereis thus no need to restrit abstration and suh logis are said to allowunrestrited onept formation or unrestrited abstration. When dealingwith an objet like Russell's lass in suh a logi, one will end up not withlogial antinomy but with an `undeidability' result.An undeidability result: the undeidability result that passes so manylips, Gödel's inompleteness theorem, is derived in lassial logi for on-sistent, formal theories (or axiom systems) ontaining some arithmeti.The �rst inompleteness theorem establishes that there is a sentene inthe language of the theory in question, whih is neither provable norrefutable in that theory. It is (roughly) a sentene that says of itself thatit is unprovable. The seond theorem shows that the onsisteny of thesystem annot be proved within the system. What suh results `mean'
90 The development of type theories as a means of avoiding suh antinomies with-out entirely abandoning abstration, is part of the history of mathematial logi. Typetheories remain a feature of ontemporary lassial logi as one means of speifyingrestritions on abstration. There are also other, less restritive, means.



60 valerie kerruishphilosophially is ontested. It has been taken as an �exellent and beau-tiful example� of Hegelian dialeti91 and it has been taken as a deisiverefutation of Hegel.92 I take it as an event of whih the surprise is thata ertain proposition is provable within the system for eah and everynatural number but is neither provable nor disprovable for the totalityof all natural numbers. I fear that those who believe or even know thatbanning `totalities' or `losed totalities' is the way to deal with the threatof totalitarian politial systems, will see my surprise as very naive. It is arisk I take.

91 J.N. Findlay, above p.78; Findlay's interpretation is baked by the truly remark-able aomplishment of a natural language version of the proof of the �rst theorem thatappeared just twelve years after publiation of Gödel's paper (J.N. Findlay, `Goedeliansentenes: a non-numerial approah' Mind LI (1942), 259�265).
92 J.M. Bohenski, `The general sense and harater of modern logi' in Agazzi,above n.52, 3�14 at 14.


